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QUESTION 1

if you send a TCP ACK segment to a known closed port on a firewall but it does not respond with an RST. what do you
know about the firewall you are scanning? 

A. There is no firewall in place. 

B. This event does not tell you encrypting about the firewall. 

C. It is a stateful firewall 

D. It Is a non-stateful firewall. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Alice, a professional hacker, targeted an organization\\'s cloud services. She infiltrated the targets MSP provider by
sending spear-phishing emails and distributed custom-made malware to compromise user accounts and gain remote
access to the cloud service. Further, she accessed the target customer profiles with her MSP account, compressed the
customer data, and stored them in the MSP. Then, she used this information to launch further attacks on the target
organization. Which of the following cloud attacks did Alice perform in the above scenario? 

A. Cloud hopper attack 

B. Cloud cryptojacking 

C. Cloudborne attack 

D. Man-in-the-cloud (MITC) attack 

Correct Answer: A 

Operation Cloud Hopper was an in depth attack and theft of data in 2017 directed at MSP within the uk (U.K.), us (U.S.),
Japan, Canada, Brazil, France, Switzerland, Norway, Finland, Sweden, South Africa , India, Thailand, South Korea and
Australia. The group used MSP as intermediaries to accumulate assets and trade secrets from MSP client engineering,
MSP industrial manufacturing, retail, energy, pharmaceuticals, telecommunications, and government
agencies.Operation Cloud Hopper used over 70 variants of backdoors, malware and trojans. These were delivered
through spear-phishing emails. The attacks scheduled tasks or leveraged services/utilities to continue Microsoft
Windows systems albeit the pc system was rebooted. It installed malware and hacking tools to access systems and
steal data. 

 

QUESTION 3

Bella, a security professional working at an it firm, finds that a security breach has occurred while transferring important
files. Sensitive data, employee usernames. and passwords are shared In plaintext, paving the way for hackers 10
perform successful session hijacking. To address this situation. Bella Implemented a protocol that sends data using
encryption and digital certificates. Which of the following protocols Is used by Bella? 

A. FTP 
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B. HTTPS 

C. FTPS 

D. IP 

Correct Answer: C 

The File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a standard organization convention utilized for the exchange of PC records from a
worker to a customer on a PC organization. FTP is based on a customer worker model engineering utilizing separate
control and information associations between the customer and the server. 

[1] FTP clients may validate themselves with an unmistakable book sign-in convention, ordinarily as a username and
secret key, however can interface namelessly if the worker is designed to permit it. For secure transmission that
ensures the username and secret phrase, and scrambles the substance, FTP is frequently made sure about with
SSL/TLS (FTPS) or supplanted with SSH File Transfer Protocol (SFTP). The primary FTP customer applications were
order line programs created prior to working frameworks had graphical UIs, are as yet dispatched with most Windows,
Unix, and Linux working systems.[2][3] Many FTP customers and mechanization utilities have since been created for
working areas, workers, cell phones, and equipment, and FTP has been fused into profitability applications, for example,
HTML editors. 

 

QUESTION 4

What port number is used by LDAP protocol? 

A. 110 

B. 389 

C. 464 

D. 445 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

This wireless security protocol allows 192-bit minimum-strength security protocols and cryptographic tools to protect
sensitive data, such as GCMP-2S6. MMAC-SHA384, and ECDSA using a 384-bit elliptic curve. Which is this wireless
security protocol? 

A. WPA2 Personal 

B. WPA3-Personal 

C. WPA2-Enterprise 

D. WPA3-Enterprise 

Correct Answer: D 

Enterprise, governments, and financial institutions have greater security with WPA3-Enterprise. WPA3Enterprise builds
upon WPA2 and ensures the consistent application of security protocol across the network.WPA3-Enterprise also offers
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an optional mode using 192-bit minimum-strength security protocols and cryptographic tools to raised protect sensitive
data:?Authenticated encryption: 256-bit Galois/Counter Mode Protocol (GCMP-256)?Key derivation and confirmation:
384- bit Hashed Message Authentication Mode (HMAC) with Secure Hash Algorithm (HMAC-SHA384)?Key
establishment and authentication: Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) exchange and Elliptic Curve Digital Signature
Algorithm (ECDSA) employing a 384-bit elliptic curve?Robust management frame protection: 256-bit
Broadcast/Multicast Integrity Protocol Galois Message Authentication Code (BIP-GMAC-256)The 192-bit security mode
offered by WPA3- Enterprise ensures the proper combination of cryptographic tools are used and sets a uniform
baseline of security within a WPA3 network. 
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